Avoid privacy lawsuits with comprehensive website policies

Stress free website policies
Receive a set of policies for your website for $99/year. Limit your liability with a Terms of Service and Disclaimer and get help complying with privacy laws with a Privacy Policy. No hidden fees.

Identify laws that apply to you
Privacy laws have different disclosure requirements, which is why our tool helps you identify what privacy laws may apply to you.

Generate policies quickly
The majority of customers generate their policies within 15-30 minutes. If you offer services worldwide, setup may take up to 45 minutes.

Receive automatic updates
Receive notifications when new or amended laws go into effect as well as automatic updates to your policies with new disclosure requirements!

Avoid Privacy Fines
Websites that collect as little as an email address on a contact form are collecting Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and must provide proper disclosures within their Privacy Policy and ensure each disclosure is compatible with all applicable privacy laws.

Termageddon helps small businesses avoid privacy related fines and lawsuits with its policy generator technology. In 15 minutes, a customer can generate a Privacy Policy for their website. When the laws change, Termageddon notifies the customer and automatically updates the Privacy policy, helping them stay compliant.

Why Choose Us?
We strive to provide the best support possible while offering the most comprehensive website policies generator on the planet. And at $99/year, our solution is affordable for virtually any business.

Top reviews on Google, Facebook, G2Crowd, Capterra and more.

Recognized as a trusted tech vendor by the largest privacy organization in the world, iapp.org.

Complimentary onboardings available.
Email hans@termageddon.com to get started!